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Reception Critical reception James Bond: Quantum of Solace received "generally favorable" reviews, according to review
aggregator website Metacritic, which scored the game 74/100 based on 30 reviews. Tom's Magazine awarded James Bond
Quantum of Solace the perfect score of 5 out of 5 stars and said in its review that "Over the last few years the James Bond films
have been pretty lean in terms of intellectual firepower, so it was nice to have something to fill us all up. It wasn't just an
enjoyable game, it was an addictive game. It was just like out of our most lurid dreams." Some reviewers criticized the game as
boring. The video game review aggregation website GameRankings scored the game 75% based on 36 reviews. IGN's Jesse
Smith said in his review, "The gameplay is as dull as a cup of tea. Like any Bond film, they tend to be exceedingly linear. You
can play the game in whatever order you like, but don't expect to be able to read your tea leaves and decipher the plot like in a
film." Sales and legacy James Bond: Quantum of Solace sold more than 1.5 million units in three months, earning US$66
million in the process, making it the best-selling Bond game to date. James Bond was the top-grossing computer game franchise
from the 2010 Christmas period, with Quantum of Solace grossing US$61.5 million in three months and the Bond film Skyfall
grossing $85 million in three months. James Bond: Quantum of Solace has earned more than $125 million, making it the second-
highest-grossing game franchise of 2010. In May 2011, EA announced that pre-orders for the second downloadable content
pack for James Bond: Quantum of Solace increased the game's lifetime revenue to $126.3 million, one of the largest increases
for any EA title in the last quarter. In August 2010, EA announced that the game had grossed $130 million worldwide, two
million units sold and included $12.6 million in online revenue, making it the company's best-selling title. The game became the
best-selling video game of 2009 by EA. In November 2010, EA announced that James Bond: Quantum of Solace became the
best-selling video game in North America and Europe, and was the best-selling computer game of the year, according to NPD
Group. James Bond: Quantum of Solace was the third-best-
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